
  Bingo Lingo Quiz   
Patterns of bingo-friendly letters (mnemonic: C-A-T-N-I-P    H-O-L-D-E-R-S)  

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern PLO- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

DDELOPRS one that walks heavily) [n] 

DDGILNOP to walk heavily [v] 

DEIILOPS extent of repetition of basic number of chromosomes [n] 

EKLNOPRS stupid person [n] 

GIKLNNOP to fall or drop heavily [v] 

GILNOPPP to drop or fall heavily [v] 

ILNOOPSS release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n] 

EILOPSSV sound produced by plosion [n] 

ELLOPSST having no plan [adj] 

EILLNOPT main story of book [n -S] 

PAEGLOPTT area of land [n -S] 

ELOPRSTT one that plans secretly) [n] 

EILOPRTT full of intrigue, as novel [adj] 

EILOPSTT hot, spiced beverage [n] 

GILNOPTT to plan secretly [v] 

GILNOPTZ to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 

DEGHLOPU to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [v] 

EGHLOPRU one that turns up land with plow (farm implement))) [n -S] 

ABELLOPW to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [adj] 

ABCKLOPW reinvestment of profits in business [n -S] 

BLOOPSWY boy who leads plow team [n] 

ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S] 
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ANSWERS 

PLODDERS DDELOPRS PLODDER, one that plods (to walk heavily) [n] 

PLODDING DDGILNOP PLOD, to walk heavily [v] 

PLOIDIES DEIILOPS PLOIDY, extent of repetition of basic number of chromosomes [n] 

PLONKERS EKLNOPRS PLONKER, stupid person [n] 

PLONKING GIKLNNOP PLONK, to plunk (to fall or drop heavily) [v] 

PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

PLOSIONS ILNOOPSS PLOSION, release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n] 

PLOSIVES EILOPSSV PLOSIVE, sound produced by plosion [n] 

PLOTLESS ELLOPSST planless (having no plan) [adj] 

PLOTLINE EILLNOPT main story of book [n -S] 

PLOTTAGE AEGLOPTT area of land [n -S] 

PLOTTERS ELOPRSTT PLOTTER, one that plots (to plan secretly) [n] 

PLOTTIER EILOPRTT PLOTTY, full of intrigue, as novel [adj] 

PLOTTIES EILOPSTT PLOTTY, hot, spiced beverage [n] 

PLOTTING GILNOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly [v] 

PLOTZING GILNOPTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 

PLOUGHED DEGHLOPU PLOUGH, to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [v] 

PLOUGHER EGHLOPRU one that ploughs (to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement))) [n -S] 

PLOWABLE ABELLOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [adj] 

PLOWBACK ABCKLOPW reinvestment of profits in business [n -S] 

PLOWBOYS BLOOPSWY PLOWBOY, boy who leads plow team [n] 

PLOWHEAD ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

PLOWLAND ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S] 
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